
mormon folk song and the

fife collection
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A collector of folk song must first of all know what he is

looking for he must have some conception of what a folk song
is

A universally accepted generalization is that folk song
must be the property of the folk but to determine who are the
folk and what constitutes possession is a problem which has led
to disagreement among scholars Is the term folk all inclusive
Is any member of society one of the ffolkolkgolkgoik or does one cease to
be of the folk when he attains the polish of education are the
folk to be defined as the unlettered group and are folk songs
as some people think only those songs which are the product
of nasal singers who adopt some spurious pseudo colloquial
substandardsub standard language there are people who believe one must
be either over eighty illiterate or a child of the hill country
to be called a member of the folk george lyman kittredge
said folk is a large word it suggests a whole nation or at
all events a huge concourse of people 1

the folk I1 think includes all the people without regard to
sophistication or illiteracy and therefore folk song is the
property of the group not that of one individual the song
must strike the universal chord of the great concourse of peo-
ple early scholars francis barton gummere francis james
child george lyman kittredge cecil sharp reed smith ro-
bert gordon and others maintain that the term folk song
cannot be accurately used in identifying a song unless the song
has had a period of traditional oral transmission

A conflate definition of folk song to which most author-
ities would subscribe would contain as essentials the follow
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ing qualifications that the song have lost its identity as a
consciously composed piece that it have undergone verbal
changes during oral transmission and that it have been sung
for an appreciable period of time let us say two generations 2

there are many songs in mormon tradition which can hardly
be placed in this mold for example a temple is being built in
st george A celebration is being held to memorialize comple-
tion of a certain part and to stir the people to a devotion which
will bring donated labor and funds to complete the structure
a man known to be original is asked to compose a song he
is not a literary or musical artist rather a member of the folk
who has already been identified as one who can put in words
the feelings and thoughts of the unified people he writes a
song for the occasion which reflects so perfectly the group feel-
ing and interest that it soon becomes a treasured memory to
be sung long after completion of the temple the song has not
11 undergone verbal changes during oral transmission it has
had little if any oral transmission

greenway quoted above says further

the requirements of transmissional changes is valid only
asIs a proof that the folk have taken possession of the song
it should not be considered as a criterion in itself it must
be a definition of greater flexibility than traditional interpre-
tation of folk yet rigid enough to distinguish folk song
from material on the lowest level of conscious art like popular
song it must be built on the solid base that folk songs are
songs of the folk its qualifications should be seen as nothing
more than tests by which full folk possession can be deter-
mined 3

such songs as that referred to above are property of the
folk though possession is not determined by oral transmission
evidence of folk possession is obvious first the song is cre-
ated by a folk artist who writes words which often apply as
a parody to a well known tune the folk like the song
they immediately accept it not as an expression of the author
but as their own expression the author is so right with the
homogenic unified group that his expression is kin to what
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scholars have determined communal authorship they feel
that the song is not what charley says it is what they them-
selves say

to determine to what extent a song becomes the posses-
sion of the folk is the folklorist s problem this can be no ex-
act science the white society of the south may decide that a
person with one thirty second part negro blood is a negro but
no fereliableliable folklorist is foolish enough to deal with folk songs
in terms of fractions possession of the folk being the key
phrase in determining what is folk song the scholar uses every
means of finding the folk history of the song

many people have collected songs from the mormon soci-
ety among them are john lomax austin fife levitt J dav-
idson lester hubbard and olive burt of these austin fife s

work has been the most complete he plowed new ground unl-
ike lomax fife set out with a grant from the utah humani-
ties research foundation to collect mormon folklore exclu-
sive of folklore of other areas his work has great merit in
that it is comprehensive enough to reveal ethnological traits of
the society from which it came his own comment regarding the
extent of mormon folksong is

so abundant are the songs that the mormon folk have
composed and sung at all the critical moments in their history
that were every other document destroyed it would still be
possible from folk songs alone to reconstruct in some detail
the story of their theology their migrations their conflict with
the gentiles and the founding and development of most of
their settlements from new york to san bernardino 4

certainly in the past mormonscormons did compose songs and sing
about everything as dr fife says yet to say that mormon his-
tory could be reconstructed in some detail from folk songs alone
is a romantic conception certainly the fife collection as it
comes from the library of congress does not show the possi-
bility

the collection is not the finished product I1 had been led
to believe but is absurdly disorganized long ago ditto copies
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of titles in the fife collection were circulated showing well or-
ganized materials under specific logical headings as follows

A prose accounts of mormon folk song and folk singing
B germanic folk song collected in utah
C songs of specific mormon regional setting and inspiration
D prose accounts of mormon folklore

these types and more are all in the collection sent out on
tapes by the library of congress but they are a mulligan stew
to determine exactly wherein the fault lies is difficult but I1
suspect it is largely the careless work of the library of con-
gress

the tapes sold to brigham young university reveal many
faults the most flagrant of which are as follows names of
songs are rarely announced though talk of less importance is
inserted and no indexing is provided with the tapes the sing-
er s name is not regularly announced yet at times often with a
song and singer of little importance name home town age and
how the singer came by the song are given

As an example of the disorganization of this copy the fol-
lowing is recorded on reel 9 side 2

blue mountain sung it appears by karl gifford
this is sung by the same singer on side 1 and repeated here A

discussion of the blue mountain legend is on reel 11.11lill
clementine sung by boys quartette
don t fence me in sung by boys quartette
the utah trail sung by boys quartette
navaho indian song sung by an indian
jesus loves me sung by indian children
the indian children sing this song again on reel 12 in english

and then in navaho language
sioux city sue sung by boys quartette
that silver haired daddy of mine sung by boys quartette
this same quartette sings in the garden and the missouri

waltz on reel 12.12
haunted falls read by austin fife

this song isis sung on reel 14 with the same words
give my love to nell read by austin fife

the collection is not all folk song as it is called about
one eighth is folk tale good folk tale but not song nephite
stories reels 6 8 18 folk poems reels 6 7 11 J golden
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kimball stories reel 7 interview on the kirkam band reel
8 danish immigrant prayer reel 8 these and other com-
parable folk tales should be in a separate collection of folk-
lore

about another one eighth of the tapes is consumed by dr
fife s reading names of songs in various collections and in
quoting songs this practice is of questionable value undoubt-
edly he has copies of the songs available in his collection to
read for conveying the words to the listener dr fife certain-
ly did not read them for the oral expression is wasteful of tape
when they can so easily be duplicated in print

another fault which could so easily be corrected on these
tapes is false starts and repetitions of songs I1 know dr fife s

problems in recording from the oral tradition of the folk the
microphone shy singer gets frightened forgets tangles words
and often calls to the collector stop it I1 get tied up on these
old songs we have a good deal of this bumbling on these
tapes which could be removed without loss

some songs are repeated in their lengthy entirety for such
reasons as to supply a verse missed in the ffirstgirstglrst singing or for
no apparent reason some examples of this repetition are the
double tragedy reel 11 belle brandon reel 12
come come ye saints reel 12 another undesirable er-

ror is repetition of the same song sung without variation as to
music or words by different singers this phenomenon occurs
frequently in the fife collection the mistletoe bough reels
2 11 belle brandon reel 12 1513 are examples

many songs included are not folk songs even a loose in-
terpretationterpretation of the term folk song would not permit use of
some songs in this collection

austin fife and his wife alta obviously collected these
songs from oral circulation their use of many songs which are
not true folk songs is not a serious breach but dr fife or the
library of congress should have at least checked and edited
out of the collection all songs which can positively be identi-
fiedf as not folk

the following songs found in the collection cannot be called
folk songs don t fence me in the utah trail sioux
city sue in the garden missouri waltz ill take you
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home again kathleen the big rock candy mountains
oh ye mountains high and come come ye saints

many others can be questioned folk song characteristics may
be discerned in these songs as they may be discerned in the
compositions of stephen foster but that fact does not make
them folk song they are widely circulated published songs
with the exception of the two hymns named last they have not
in the form dr fife published them varied from the published
version either in words or music the folk have not expanded
nor shrunk them improved nor corrupted either words or
music they are not the property of the folk in origin nor have
they been confiscated by the folk to become their own tradi-
tion the hymns oh ye mountains high and come come
ye saints may have had origin in folk tradition and may have
had some traditional inheritance but when dr fife recorded
them they had long since been part of the mormon hymnology
to be found in all mormon hymn books they have established
themselves in the literary and musical tradition have been
promoted as it were out of folk tradition

the final tape in the fife collection contains all songs in
spanish sung it appears by mexican children at any rate
the children say they learned the songs in mexico the spanish
songs are not translated or interpreted and no explanation is
given to relate the songs to any folk song pattern or group one
obvious thing is that they are not in the mormon tradition

another group not in mormon tradition are indian songs
in indian language the fact that some of the indians who sing
them are mormon converts hardly makes the songs a part of
the mormon heritage

another small part of the collection came from girls at oc-
cidentalci college who sang songs they learned in camp or
from their associates or in a chorus of which they were mem-
bers most of these songs show little relation to traditional
folk song

one singer effie cormack furnished the figes with many
significant folk songs mrs cormack a resident of california
and a mormon convert came from the south the songs she
has in her memory all came out of her own south and as one
would expect many of them reflect the traditions of that area
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with its racial geographical and local heritage mrs cormack s

songs have not been sung in mormon society enough to become
mormon thought or expression to consider them mormon
folk song would be as ridiculous as calling yankee doodle
a russian song because it was sung by a former american who
became a communist

if the fife tapes were properly edited the area called
mormon folk song could be put on half the tape it now covers
this muddled work on these tapes reflects carelessness inin the
work of the library of congress and whether it should or not
casts doubt on the work of austin and alta fife more
than that it sheds a cloudy light upon folklore and folklorfolklore
istsests

even so the fife collection is extremely valuable it contains
masses of true mormon folk song bright tones in folk music
and literary touches in lyrics


